The Elephant in the Room by Gary Bate
The biggest secret is out in the open for everyone to see and yet most people are not seeing it.
An ideal is a creation in someone's mind and it can be based upon true facts or it can be contrived.
The bigger the lie the easier it is to accept – fact.
If there's a problem, there's a reaction and people look for a solution. Turn this around...
Make the solution your ideal.
Create the problem(s).
Get the reaction and steer the narrative towards your ideal – easy!
Better still – have a multi-faceted ideal and create many related problems...
Any simple (repeated) mantra steers your narrative e.g. Putin's war.
Keep your focus on your ideal, engage other people with it and keep everyone else distracted by
getting their opinions, keeping them arguing amongst themselves, making them feel important,
testing their memories of the past, keeping them competing with each other and in general create as
much chaos as you can in order to keep stirring their emotions. Emotional (fearsome) people are
easily steered...
There you have it – MIND CONTROL in plain sight (the elephant in the room)
Go to the top (their ideal) and see how they steer you. Join them as a 'free' public member – they'd
love to have you. They are experts at engaging you with their ideal. They're very friendly. They'll
stimulate your mind and hopefully you'll collaborate with them in their ideal, but if not, it doesn't
matter because they already have your government on board.
I am a member because the future interests me and I like to know what's coming. Here is their
impressive website: Strategic Intelligence https://intelligence.weforum.org/
So where does my work, which I've conveyed in my writings; fit into their idealistic future? There
is no conflict or contest between my views on natural evolution and true Spirituality and the
idealistic future for mankind being driven by the World Economic Forum.
The masses will continue to be steered down the WEF's route...
The awakened minority can observe the elephant in the room (until they're fed up of observing it)
and at the same time do their own internal work, which I have talked about in all 7 of my books...
You can lead a horse to water but you can't make it drink. I have provided an oasis for people to
drink from and that's the best I can do.
This article is freely available and so are my other articles on my website. You don't need to pay me
any money, but of course, if you do buy one of my books, you'll get much, so much more...
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